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INTEGRAL Activities at GSFCINTEGRAL Activities at GSFC
_ providing high-level data products through
HEASARC
_ INTEGRAL Bright Source Catalog and
_ INTEGRAL public data results
_ New software release OSA 5: more user friendly,
more options, better responses, better results



HEASARC and INTEGRAL/GOFHEASARC and INTEGRAL/GOF
- user's interest ? Get to know INTEGRAL results!
- download previews and download the data
- get help with the analysis
- HEASARC as a known portal to high-energy data

ISGRI images (8 energy bands)
SPI images
ISGRI lightcurves 
available in FITS and JPEG



HEASARC and INTEGRAL/GOFHEASARC and INTEGRAL/GOF
- analysis of public data
- results of > 450 observations in the archive:
 “INTEGRAL public data results”
- ISGRI and SPI lightcurves
  for 116 bright sources:
“INTEGRAL Bright Source Catalog”

- to be done soon:
  include the lightcurves from ISGRI and JEM-X
  provided by the ISDC
- include some more (~15) bright sources











> 450 entries

public data

rev. 19-191
+ public ToO
Crab obser-
vations etc.

input from
PIs  (Galactic
Bulge project) 



OSA 5.0OSA 5.0
- Main criticism to previous releases: difficult to use and
not well calibrated
- OSA 5: released on July 1st

- available through INTEGRAL GOF pages
- new: scripts are more user friendly (most important
parameters on front page)
- no need for 'DOLs' (filename.fits[1]) anymore!
- new response for ISGRI and SPI
 (minor changes for SPI)
- imaging software for JEM-X
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SPI in OSA 5.0SPI in OSA 5.0
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IBIS in OSA 5.0IBIS in OSA 5.0
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ISGRI imaging in OSA 5.0ISGRI imaging in OSA 5.0

S. Sturner (NASA/GSFC)
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ISGRI spectra in OSA 5.0ISGRI spectra in OSA 5.0
(black = OSA 4.2 / red = OSA 5.0)(black = OSA 4.2 / red = OSA 5.0)

S. Sturner (NASA/GSFC)
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JEM-X mosaic in OSA 5.0JEM-X mosaic in OSA 5.0
(black = OSA 4.2 / red = OSA 5.0)(black = OSA 4.2 / red = OSA 5.0)

JEM-X
 mosaic
 in OSA 5
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JEM-X spectrum in OSA 5.0JEM-X spectrum in OSA 5.0
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IJEM-X spectra OSA 4.2/5.0JEM-X spectra OSA 4.2/5.0
(black = OSA 5.0 / red = OSA 4.2)(black = OSA 5.0 / red = OSA 4.2)



ConclusionConclusion
- Start a new project? Check the HEASARC
archive:
- get information about ~130 sources
- get information about ~450 observations
- get the data, software, and documentation
- get help from the INTEGRAL GOF if necessary

- OSA 5 improvements:
more user-friendly,
better ISGRI response and background handling,
JEM-X imaging software


